
In the Tent Read Together Quick Questions
1. What did Gran forget? Tick one.

 

2. Number the facts from 1 to 3 to show the order

3. 

4. Why do you think that Fred did not like the night    

  

Gran and Fred slept in a tent for a night.

The camp was near a river. They set up 

the tent next to a steep hill. Gran forgot 

the hammer so they had to stamp on the 

pegs.

There were strong gusts of wind in the

night. The tent fell down!

Fred did not like the night in the tent.
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the pegs

the hammer

the tent

The tent fell down.

The camp was near a river.

Gran forgot the hammer.

strong

small

big

Which word describes the gusts of wind? 
Tick one.

in the tent? 

order that they appear in the text.
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In the Tent Answers
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Gran and Fred slept in a tent for a night.

The camp was near a river. They set up 

the tent next to a steep hill. Gran forgot 

the hammer so they had to stamp on the 

pegs.

There were strong gusts of wind in the

night. The tent fell down!

Fred did not like the night in the tent.
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The tent fell down.

The camp was near a river.

Gran forgot the hammer.

strong

small

big

Which word describes the gusts of wind? 
Tick one.

Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think that 
Fred did not like his night in the tent because 
the tent fell down in the wind. 

in the tent? 

order that they appear in the text.
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